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As he does every year, police chief Paul Bellamy spends his vacation 
at the family estate of his wife Françoise, despite her dreams of 
sailing the seven seas on a cruise ship… Paul cannot live without 
Françoise, but he hates to travel. And this year, he has two excuses 
to stay put: the unexpected arrival of his half-brother Jacques, a 
rambling fellow with a drinking problem, and a man on the run who 
shows up, demanding Bellamy’s protection.
Paul ends up giving them much of his time and efforts. His natural 
investigative curiosity finds much to contend with, while his position 
as older brother will be faced with additional challenges…
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How did this project come about?
It originated from a wish to make a film with Gérard 
Depardieu, with whom I have had two previous 
projects that never came through. We crossed paths 
in Nîmes two or three years ago and agreed it would 
be a real shame to not work together.

Is this the first time you launch a project 
with a specific actor in mind?
Absolutely. I even wanted the film to be a kind of 
“portrait” of Gérard Depardieu, or at least a vision 
reflecting one of his many facets. I concurrently 
suggested to odile Barski, my co-screenwriter, 
that we inject elements of my own personality into 
the lead role, without going as far as making it 
autobiographical.

What about the idea that started it all?
It came from a desire to pay homage to Simenon – 
especially in light of the fact that I find Gérard to be 
a deeply simenonian character himself. At the same 
time, I wanted my characters to deal directly with the 
audience, without the story creating an interference 
between it and me – in the same way Simenon wrote 
his books. I also wanted to pay homage to Georges 
Brassens. It was great fun for me to play on these 
two levels – visible and invisible – which form the 
plot’s structure.

Speaking of which, how did you approach 
the plot?
I imagined a cop – in the Maigret style – who must 
lead an investigation, while trying to tackle family 
problems. I talked it over with odile Barski, who 
came up with the idea of using a metro news item 

about an insurance scam. What we liked about it 
was that the crime was a true story yet it sounded 
completely far-fetched! And thus, what in the film 
seems fictional is actually real – since it came from 
a news story – while the part that appears realistic 
is actually fiction, as odile and I are the ones who 
made it up. Which would seem to prove that truth is 
more easily reached through mental assembly than 
through the scrutiny of actual events.

Where does the name Bellamy come 
from?
It was a veiled reference to the Maupassant 
adaptations I directed for television and also it is the 
name of a street in Nantes. Simply calling the film 
“Bellamy” was an explicit indication that he is at the 
heart of the story.

Everything is seen through Bellamy’s 
point of view…
yes. to such an extent that the flashbacks are 
actually Bellamy’s own interpretation of the past. 
that is how I justified using Jacques Gamblin to 
play three different characters: it points to the 
cop’s obsession with Gamblin’s face and its multiple 
facades, some of which are misleading… Gamblin’s 
character embodies the depraved being who, unlike 
other people, has no face. And in fact, the film’s 
subtitle could be Crossing Appearances.

You actually could have shot the film 
from a subjective point of view.
I admit I considered doing that. But if I had, I 
necessarily would have had to pick one of the 
protagonists’ point of view. And in order to see things 

through Bellamy’s eyes, the subjective perspective of 
any other character around him was not an option.

Don’t Bellamy and his brother embody 
the two facets of a single character?
At one point, Bellamy says about his brother Jacques: 
“I could no longer stand his angel’s face”. of course, 
this refers to a projection of what he himself is not. 
Later, the opposite occurs: Bellamy represents, to his 
brother, a sort of angel whom he can neither reach 
nor destroy. Because if Jacques embodies the dark 
side of their brotherhood, it is because Bellamy has 
suppressed his own bright side.

The relationship between Bellamy and 
his wife is a testimony to your faith in 
love.
Indeed, I do believe in love. the quality of the 
relationship between Bellamy and his wife is 
rather simple to attain, on condition that one give 
up one’s detachment. Bellamy has no detachment 
– there lies his greatest quality – and he clearly 
asserts this. Consequently, his wife doesn’t require 
any, herself. Which doesn’t prevent the fact that 
she can be suspected of having slept with Jacques. 
When Bellamy asks her what has happened with his 
brother, she replies: “When?”, in a tone of worrisome 
gentleness.

Cornillac’s character is almost tragic…
When he first appears, the taxi driving him to 
his brother’s place has tchaikovsky’s Pathétique 
Symphony playing on the radio and he asks the 
driver to switch off the music. this indicates that he 
rejects what is pathetic. He is very hard on himself 

and that is where he finds his dignity. But he never 
laments. 

The scene where the lawyer breaks into 
song in the middle of a trial is totally 
wild.
that is obviously the film’s most absurd scene, 
despite the fact that it is directly inspired by a true 
event, even if in reality the lawyer didn’t actually 
sing an entire Brassens song. I found it terrific 
because it showed that even in a courtroom, there is 
a game of appearances that can smother the truth: 
the outward display that seems to exemplify dignity 
and justice actually prevents the justice system 
from reaching its goal. As though the theatrics of 
the location gave justice a power and solemnity that 
are but an illusion.

Your sets are startlingly commonplace 
and humdrum, like the café, the couple’s 
home, the hardware store or the hotel 
room.
I shot the film on fundamentally realistic sets, 
because there is a game going on between reality 
and appearances. And what most often betrays 
reality in films is the style behind the sets. there 
is no room here for the picturesque. And yet, despite 
appearances, the sets are very minutely created 
and revealing of each character’s personality. For 
instance, Gamblin’s wife points out that she loves 
interior decoration. therefore, her home is brimming 
with bad taste and ridiculous objects.

The editing is very taut.
yes, I’d even qualify it as feverish. Because the 

plot setup is rather complex, I feared we’d lose 
the viewer on the way. that is why I made sure the 
film was rhythmic and unembellished. With that in 
mind, I omitted the scene where Bellamy goes to 
see the medical examiner and takes an interest in 
the corpse. I thought it was amusing but that action 
could just as well be conveyed in a single sentence!

How did you cast the leads?
I initially wanted to cast François Cluzet as the 
pervert. But as he was unavailable, I picked Jacques 
Gamblin. I was delighted with this choice, because I 
think that he actually fits better with how I originally 
envisioned the character, or rather the use I’d be 
making of that character within the big picture. As 
for Clovis Cornillac, I had been wanting to work with 
him for a long time. He is a true performer and I 
really like his “go-getter” appearance. In the film, he 
appears to have lived his entire life in desperation 
and at no time does he seem to be acting, which is 
extremely difficult for such a character.

What about Marie Bunel?
I had a very specific vision of her character: it 
could, under no circumstance, be played by an 
actress who’d had any work done to her face, or who 
seemed dolled up in any way. It would have altered 
the character’s nature. I thought of Marie Bunel, who 
doesn’t come off as a star and who typically plays 
the sort of woman one would like to have at home! 

How did Gérard Depardieu react?
I told him about my choice for the part of his wife, 
because I wanted there to be a real harmony between 
them. He felt she was a very good choice. But on the 

set, he really tested Marie and she reacted with a 
great deal of humor, which resulted in the two of 
them bonding very early on. I think she aroused 
Gérard’s admiration.

What made you think of Vahina 
Giocante?
Cécile Maistre, my first assistant director, had been 
recommending her for a long time. I could have 
picked a less stunning young woman, but I figured 
that this is the kind of thing that happens in provincial 
settings: gorgeous girls, the region’s most beautiful, 
ending up with mediocre guys. Furthermore, Vahina 
embodies the idealized image of a woman, as well 
as a very down-to-earth sensuality.

What type of lighting did you strive 
for ?
I asked Eduardo Serra, my director of photography, 
to avoid overly pronounced lighting, except for one 
or two dream sequences, like the dance scene in 
the garage. As always, he immediately understood 
what I wanted.

The music is very effective, dramatically.
Because the most flamboyant and emotion-heavy 
music was concentrated on the outcome of the story, 
Matthieu Chabrol had to compose a more discreet 
score for the rest of the film, without revealing 
anything of the plot. Consequently, Elgar’s cello 
concerto works very well because there have been 
no similar musical elements up to that point, which 
is what conveys the impression that the truth about 
existence literally explodes in the viewer’s face.
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